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Hello Commissioners, My name is Jackson and I am a tenant in Sellwood. I am a climate organizer
with Sunrise PDX and I urge you to vote YES on the Shelter to Housing Continuum with the
recommended policy amendments proposed by the housing justice organization Portland: Neighbors
Welcome. S2HC will allow our houseless neighbors to have safe, stable places to live. I want to live
in a city that has the courage to defy destructive market logic and defend safe, stable housing as a
basic human right - that is why we must pass the Shelter to Housing Continuum. In addition to
passing the policy, we must allow outdoor shelters on some open spaces, as a blanket ban could
make certain established camps and villages, such as Right 2 Dream Too, illegal. It is also important
to maintain existing RV and tiny house housing that would be made illegal without the amendments
to this policy. You must do everything in your power to guarantee that the already unhoused do not
face additional instability due to this code change, especially in the midst of a global health crisis.
The systems that seek to grow profit above all else ignore and blame human suffering on the
individual when in reality it is these systems that are flawed. These systems affect frontline
communities disproportionately compared to communities that perpetuate the systems. In passing
S2HC, the City of Portland will make it clear that it intends to put people and the planet before
profits and the status quo that has devastated both the climate and the stability of our communities.
Housing justice is racial justice is climate justice - we cannot have one without the other. Portland
should be a role model for other cities in how we are able to provide shelter and decent living
conditions for every person. The current housing solutions are not adequate, and it is heartbreaking
to see my neighbors and fellow Portlanders without safe shelter. These issues will only become
intensified as the climate emergency continues, which is why we need to be proactive in providing
stable housing through proposals like S2HC. While I am worried about the climate and how we take
care of one another, I am hopeful that meaningful actions will have a positive impact. The Shelter to
Housing Continuum will help keep people from sliding into homelessness and offers them safety
and dignity if they already lack housing. As the climate crisis unfolds, Portland will have an influx
of climate refugees coming into our region, and vulnerable Portlanders will have to navigate
worsening floods, fires, heat waves, and droughts. The City, region, and its residents must be
proactive in planning for the climate crisis, as there is no time to waste in expanding housing and
shelter options to meet present and future needs. S2HC is a good step in the direction toward a
sustainable future for everyone in our communities. I urge you to vote YES and include all
amendments recommended by Portland: Neighbors Welcome. Thank you, Jackson
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